
Overview
The Sonaray Pipe Meter is a large-diameter flow meter designed to accurately 
measure flow rates in rural water supply applications. It is available with mounting 
flanges to suit either in-line or end-of-pipe installations.

Everything has been designed – ultrasonic measurement, solar power supply, local 
control keypad and telemetry – to function as a single unit. There are no integration 
problems or incompatibilities, it simply works from the instant it is installed.

The Pipe Meter uses Rubicon’s unique Sonaray technology, which is tolerant to 
significant turbulence.  It operates with minimal upstream straight pipe and no 
downstream pipe, supporting compact civil installations.

Instantaneous flow rate and total volume passed are calculated, providing a precise 
account of water usage. And unlike traditional meters, the Sonaray Pipe Meter 
never requires recalibration, ensuring low ongoing maintenance costs.

Simple to manage, it can be read on-site or remotely when connected to a 
traditional SCADA network or it can be connected to public cellular networks via 
Rubicon’s SCADAConnect® Live cloud solution.

A TCC® product
The Sonaray Pipe Meter is one of the products making up a modular family of precision 
hardware and software called TCC (Total Channel Control®). TCC is an advanced 
technology set designed to improve the management and productivity of water in 
open channel and gravity pipeline distribution. Unlike traditional infrastructure,  
TCC products can interact and work together to help managers improve:

Sonaray® Pipe Meter

Features
• 600mm internal diameter

• Sonaray flow measurement accuracy of ±2.5%

• Pattern approved under the NMI M 10-1 Australian standard

• Solar-charged battery system

• Compact, lightweight construction for easy installation

• Integrated SCADA communication system

An ideal solution for farm service points…

•  Measuring very low flow rates

•  Minimising expenditure on civil infrastructure

•  Remotely-located sites

•  Sites with small footprint due to the 2D/0D installation сapability

Data Sheet

Sonaray® Pipe Meter components

Control Pedestal

1  Antenna
2  Solar panel
3  Hinged mast
4  Secure controller housing with LCD display

Meter Unit

5  Covers
6  Transducers
7  Sonaray circuit board

Control Pedestal

Meter unit with end-of-pipe 
mounting flange

Meter unit with in-line 
mounting flanges
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• availability of water

•  service and equity to users

•  management and control

•  channel operator safety

NMI Pattern Approved
Our 600mm Sonaray Pipe Meter has been certified by the Australian National

Measurements Institute as of August 2019.

Testing and verification was completed by the Australian Flow Management 

Group in March 2019 at the University of South Australia.
Pattern Approval Number: NMI 14/3/42

†



Sonaray® Pipe Meter specifications

General

Minimum flow rate 1 ML/day

Maximum pressure 70 kPa

User interface LCD screen

Data interface RS232/485, USB, Ethernet

Unit of measure Metric/imperial

Data tags A comprehensive set of tags are available for 
integration into SCADA systems

Data storage All volumetric usage is accumulated and backed up to 
an SD card. Historical data can be uploaded via USB.

Control Local or remote via SCADA

Electronics SolarDrive® power management and control technology 
housed in the local control pedestal. Each unit passes a 
12hr heat pre-stress and 100% functional test.

Flow measurement

Technique Cross-path ultrasonic transit-time

Transit time 
measurement resolution

100 picoseconds

Measurement frequency 1.5 seconds

Accuracy †±2.5% in accordance with AS 4747 and ISO 4064/ 
OIML R 49. Accuracy of 600mm model verified by 
Australian Flow Management Group, March 2019

Velocity measurement 
range

Accuracy listed above is achieved at flow velocities 
greater than 25mm per second

Sensor quantity 21 ultrasonic transducers

Calibration method Factory pre-calibrated. Simple in-field verification 
process

Alarming Alarm indicates when water level falls below bottom 
measurement plane

Installation 
requirements

Two diameters of straight pipe upstream, 0 diameters 
downstream

Australian National 
Measurement Institute 
pattern approval no.

NMI 14/3/42

Material

Meter body Marine grade aluminium

Hardware Stainless steel

Power

Power supply 12V DC self-contained battery charged from solar 
panel or AC line power

Solar panel 80, 120 or 160 watt polycrystalline silicon solar cell

Batteries Sealed gel lead acid with temperature sensor (~5yr 
life, provides ~5 days of operation without solar or 
mains power input) or optional lithium LiFePO4

Communications

Protocols DNP3, MDLC, Modbus, PLC-5, SLC500, TCP/IP

Specifications subject to change.

Control pedestal
Each Sonaray Pipe Meter installation includes a 
robust pedestal that provides power and control 
to the device and is a secure, weatherproof 
housing for electronic components and batteries. 
The pedestal also serves as a local user interface. 
A keypad and LCD display are located under the 
lockable pedestal lid, allowing farmers to monitor, 
or operators to control and troubleshoot on-site.

Remote management
The Sonaray Pipe Meter can be managed remotely 
with Rubicon’s SCADAConnect software or 
third-party SCADA systems. Authorised users 
can remotely view realtime and historical flow 
information and configure alarms that can be sent 
via text message to nominated phones.

Low maintenance
The Sonaray Pipe Meter requires minimal 
maintenance. Comprehensive error detection and 
on-site diagnostics are built into the meter software. 
Factory pre-calibrated, its digital measurement 
does not drift or require periodic recalibration to 
maintain accuracy.

• High quality components designed for long-life

•  Built-in on-site diagnostic software and remote 
alerts

•  Meter components easily accessible for visual 
inspection

Control Pedestal

Keypad and display

SCADAConnect® software
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Sonaray® flow measurement technology
The Pipe Meter employs Rubicon’s Sonaray cross-path ultrasonic flow 
measurement technology. Twenty transducers across five planes send and 
receive ultrasonic pulses to determine velocity by measuring the transit time 
taken for the pulses to travel between transducers.

Cross-path measurement means that the control device can be located 
directly downstream from the measurement area without affecting accuracy.

The Sonaray Pipe Meter also has a downward-facing transducer to verify that 
the pipe is completely full, eliminating flow measurement error caused by 
partially-full pipes.

Twenty transducers across five planes sample the velocity field using cross-path transit-time measurement.

About Rubicon Water
Rubicon Water delivers advanced technology that optimises 
gravity-fed irrigation, providing unprecedented levels of 
operational efficiency and control, increasing water availability and 
improving farmers' lives.

Founded in 1995, Rubicon has more than 30,000 gates and meters 
installed in TCC systems in 15 countries. D
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